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Nomenclature

a = distance between pitch axis of airfoil and
midchord

CD, CL, CT = drag, lift, and thrust coefficients
c = airfoil chord
cr = root chord
D = drag
dΓwk = circulation of a discrete vortex
Fh, Fv = components of aerodynamic force in the

horizontal and vertical directions
f = flapping frequency
h = plunge degree of freedom
i, j, k = indices
L = lift
LC = circumference of the airfoil
l = lead lag degree of freedom
l0 = lead lag amplitude
Nθ = discretization of the circle
Nsections = number of wing sections
nwksubit = number of wake subiterations
p = local static pressure on the airfoil
p∞ = freestream pressure
q = complex velocity
R = real part
Re = Reynolds number
R0 = radius of the circle in the complex plane
Rj = radial location of jth wing section
Rspan = wing span
rc = vortex core radius
rv = distance between vortex and point at which

induced velocity is computed
s = arc coordinate
s0 = origin of the curve that is used to integrate

along the airfoil

swk1, swk2 = arc coordinates of the wakes shed from the
trailing and leading edges of the airfoil

T = thrust
t = time
tv = age of a vortex
UI = freestream velocity vector in the ξI − ηI

coordinate system
U∞ = freestream velocity vector in the XSP, YSP,

ZSPcoordinate system
U∞ = magnitude of U∞
UI = magnitude of UI
Uref = reference speed
Utip = maximum tip speed
u∞, v∞ = components of the freestream velocity re-

solved parallel and normal to the stroke plane
uI, vI = components of UI resolved in the ξI − ηI

coordinate system
vind = velocity induced by a vortex
�XSP; YSP; ZSP� = coordinate system fixed to the stroke plane
zwk = coordinate of a shed vortex on the com-

plex plane
α = pitch angle
α0 = pitch amplitude
αfs = anglebetweenfreestreamvelocityandtheξI axis
β = flap angle
β0 = flap amplitude
βsp = angle between the stroke plane and the

freestream velocity vector
Γfs = circulation due to instantaneous pitch angle

and freestream
γb = bound vorticity
γfs = component of vorticity due to instantaneous

pitch angle and freestream
γwk1, γwk2 = vorticity shed from the trailing and leading

edges of the airfoil
ζ = complex coordinate in an airfoil coordinate

system (superscript identifies the coordinate
system)

θ = angular coordinate on the circle in the
complex plane

μ = advance ratio
v∞ = kinematic viscosity of the fluid
ξ, η = coordinates in an airfoil fixed frame (super-

script identifies coordinate system)
π = 3.14259
ρ∞ = freestream density of the fluid
~φ = angular position of a vortex or wing section

on the stroke plane
φ = angular position of a vortex in an airfoil

coordinate system
φα = phase angle
ϕ = velocity potential
φb = velocity potential due to bound vorticity
φwk1 = velocity potential due to wake shed from

trailing edge
j · j = absolute value or magnitude
�·�jinvis = inviscid quantity
�·�jvis = viscous quantity
�·�� = complex conjugate

I. Introduction

H OVER-CAPABLE flapping-wing micro air vehicles (MAVs),
inspired by biological flyers such as insects and hummingbirds,
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are suitable for missions involving closed spaces, such as buildings,
low altitudes, and over short ranges [1]. The performance of these
vehicles in low-speed forward flight conditions is an important
practical consideration in the development of realistic configurations.
However, this aspect has received considerably less attention
compared to the case of hover and motivates the work presented in
this note. Here, “low-speed” implies that the ratio of forward speed of
the vehicle to the maximum wing-tip velocity (also referred to as the
advance ratio) is less than 0.25.
Wake-visualization studies and force measurements on free-flying

insects [2,3] suggest that the unsteady force-generating aerodynamic
mechanisms that are important in hover [4,5], which include leading-
edge vortices (LEVs), wake capture, and tip vortices, are important
also in low-speed forward flight. However, their contribution to the
aerodynamic force generated by the wings is expected to decrease
with increasing forward flight speed. Also, the unsteadymechanisms
dissipate faster at lower Re than at higher Re, implying that the
impact of fluid viscosity on the aerodynamic loads is likely to
increase with decrease of Re.
The impact ofwing flexibility on the forward flight performance of

flapping wings was examined in [6–8]. Membrane wings reinforced
by a metal frame operating at Re � 20; 000 to Re � 80; 000 and
advance ratios ranging from 0.3 to 8were considered in [6].Measure-
ments showed that increasing chordwise flexibility improved the lift-
to-drag ratio in high-speed forward flight, whereas spanwise
flexibility had a greater impact at lower advance ratios. Membrane
wings actuated by combined flap and torsion, at Re � 1000 and
advance ratio of 0.5, were simulated by combining a linear elastic
membrane solver with an unsteady large-eddy simulation code [7].
Aeroelastic calculations, in which effect of inertia forces were
neglected, indicated that the flexible wings produced greater lift and
thrust compared to rigidwings due to a prolonged attachment of LEVs
on the wing surface. In [8], rigid and flexible wings in forward flight
(advance ratiosof 0.5 to4)were simulatedbycombining commercially
available structural (FEMSTRESS) and fluid (CFD-ACE�) solvers.
A stiffer outboard region enhanced lift, whereas a more flexible
inboard region enhanced thrust. To the authors’ knowledge, trend
studies that examine the effect of wing flexibility on the forces
generated by flapping wings in low-speed forward flight have not
been considered in literature.
Numerical approaches that offer the best accuracy in aeroelastic

analyses involve coupling computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models based on the Navier–Stokes (NS) equations with structural
models based on nonlinear finite-element (FE) formulations [5].
However, the computational expense ofCFD simulationsmakes their
use impractical in studies focusing on parametric trends, design, and
control. Approximate unsteady aerodynamic formulations, which
offer a compromise between accuracy and computational expense,
are better suited for this purpose.
The development and validation of a nonlinear approximate

aeroelastic model suitable for predicting the behavior of flexible
flappingwings in hover is described in a previouswork by the authors
[9]. The aeroelastic model is obtained by coupling a nonlinear FE
model of the wing based on MSC MARC® with a nonlinear
approximate unsteady aerodynamic model that incorporates LEVs

and a wake model. The aerodynamic formulation employed in [9]
was modified to incorporate the effects of forward flight speed and
fluid viscosity. The modified model, also described in [10], retains
several aspects of the hover formulation. Therefore, the current note
serves as an extension to [9] and provides concise descriptions of the
modifications to the formulation, verification studies conducted
using rigid airfoils and wings, and trend studies using anisotropic
configurations.

II. Modifications to the Approximate
Aerodynamic Model

The unsteady aerodynamic model was originally developed for
rigid wings in hover [11,12] and was subsequently modified to
incorporate wing flexibility [9]. The formulation is based on two-
dimensional potential flow and is applied on thewing in a strip theory
manner. The modifications to incorporate effects of forward flight
and fluid viscosity are presented in this section. Additional details are
available in [9,10].
In the hover model [9,11], a cylinder that is normal to the stroke

plane (SP), depicted in Fig. 1a, is used to approximate the airfoil
motion and shed wake geometry. Several coordinate systems defined
on the normal cylinder (NC), retained from the hover formulation, are
employed to incorporate the modifications. The XSPYSPZSP coordi-
nate system is shown in Fig. 1a, where the XSP-YSP plane defines the
SP andZSP is normal to the SP. The �ξI; ηI� coordinate system, shown
in Figs. 1a and 1b, is fixed to the NC with ξI parallel to the SP and ηI

parallel to ZSP, indicated using the superscript I. The origin of the
�ξfa; ηfa� coordinate system is fixed at the center of rotation of the
airfoil (i.e., the intersection of the feathering axis of the wing and the
NC), and ξfa is parallel to the zero lift line of the airfoil (Fig. 1b). Each
airfoil has three degrees of freedom defined in �ξI; ηI�, shown in
Fig. 1b: lead–lag l, plunge h, and pitch α, which are defined as
positive along the ξI , ηI axes and clockwise, respectively.

A. Extension to Forward Flight

Experimental observations on biological flyers [13,14] suggest
that a transition from hover to forward flight involves tilting the SP.
Therefore, it is assumed in the current study that the wake surface for
wings in forward flight is cylindrical and tilted with respect to the
freestream velocity so that it is normal to the SP, as depicted in Fig. 2.
With these assumptions, the NC that was used for hover is also used
as the airfoil–wake surface in forward flight.
The freestreamvelocity vector due to forward flight, assumed to lie

in the YSP-ZSP plane, is described using two components u∞ and v∞,
depicted in Fig. 1a. The components are determined using Eq. (1):

u∞ � −μUtip and v∞ � u∞ tan�βsp� (1)

where βSP is shown in Figs. 1a and 2, and the definition of advance
ratio is inspired from the definition employed in rotary-wing studies
[15]. The components u∞ and v∞ are negative due to the sign
convention adopted to describe the freestream velocity; see Fig. 2.
Therefore, the negative sign in Eq. (1) ensures that μ, which is defined
as positive, yields negative values of u∞ and v∞.

a) Stroke plane and cylindrical surface b) Airfoil degrees of freedom and coordinate systems 
used

Fig. 1 Stroke plane, cylindrical surface, and coordinate systems employed in the hover formulation [9].
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The extension to forward flight is achieved by incorporating
the components of freestream velocity on the straightened NC into
the expressions used to calculate quasi-steady vorticity and wake
evolution. These components are obtained from u∞, v∞, and the
instantaneous angular position of the wing section or shed vortex on
the SP as follows.
At a wing section:

uIwj � −u∞ cos ~φwj ; vIwj � v∞ (2a)

At a shed vortex:

uIΓk � −u∞ cos ~φΓk ; vIΓk � v∞ (2b)

where ~φ is depicted in Fig. 3, and the subscriptswj and Γk denote the
jth wing section and kth shed vortex, respectively. The modified
expressions are given in Secs. II.C and II.E.

B. Modifications to Include the Effect of

Fluid Viscosity in Shed Vorticity

In a viscous fluid, the influence of shed vorticity at a point of
interest decays with increase in distance as well as the age of the
vortex. In the current study, the decay of vortex strength is
incorporated into the expression of induced velocity due to shed
vorticity [10] using the relations obtained for a Lamb–Oseen vortex
[16], as shown in Eq. (3):

dΓjvis � dΓjinvis�1 − e−
r2v

4ν∞ tv � (3)

The effect of viscosity is incorporated into the formulation by
including the exponential decay term on the right-hand side (RHS) of
Eq. (3) into the constraint conditions used to determine the shed
vorticity, the expressions used to compute wake induced and bound
vorticity, wake evolution, and calculation of the pressure from the
unsteady Bernoulli equation. These are discussed in Secs. II.D, II.E,
and II.F.

C. Calculation of Quasi-Steady Vorticity

The quasi-steady component of vorticity [11] is computed by
neglecting the effect of the shed wake. Incorporating the effect of
forward flight requires modification of the vorticity and circulation
due to the instantaneous pitch angle, denoted by γfs andΓfs in [9]. The
modified expressions are given by

γfs�θ; t� � −2UI �sin�θ − α − αfs� � sin�α� αfs��

Γfs�t� � −4πR0UI sin�α� αfs�

where, UI �
����������������������������������������
�u∞ cos ~φw�2 � v2∞

p
and αfs � tan−1�− v∞

u∞ cos ~φw
� is

shown in Fig. 1b.

D. Calculation of Shed Vorticity

The modified expression of induced velocity on the circle due to a
shed wake vortex, given in Eq. (4), is obtained by incorporating
Eq. (3) into the expression of induced velocity due to an inviscid
vortex from [11]:

vind�θ; t�jvis � −
1

2πR0

I
wk

�
R
�
zwk � R0e

iθ

zwk − R0e
iθ

�

× dΓwk�1 − e−
r2v

4ν∞ tv �
�

(4)

where rv � jzwk − R0e
iθj. The RHS of Eq. (4) is incorporated into

Eqs. (22, 23, 24) in [9], which represent the stagnation condition at
the leading edge (LE), theKutta condition at the trailing edge, and the
wake-induced vorticity on the circle in the complex plane.

E. Wake Evolution

Vortices on the straightened NC are convected using the Rott–
Birkhoff equation [16],which yields the induced velocity at any point
due to the bound and shed vorticity and freestream velocity in the
airfoil–wake system. The modified expression of induced velocity is
obtained by incorporating Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (35) in [9]:

q��ζI�jvis≍
X∞
k�1

�
−�u∞ cos ~φΓk�iv∞�

� �ζI−ζIk��
2πi�r2c�jζI−ζIkj2�

dΓk�1−e
−

r2vk
4ν∞ tvk �

�

where i �
������
−1
p

, rvk � jζI − ζIkj, and the subscript k denotes the kth
vortex.

F. Calculation of Aerodynamic Loads Using

the Unsteady Bernoulli Equation

The unsteady Bernoulli equation, derived in the stationary
ξfa − ηfa coordinate system [9], is

p∞ − p
ρ∞

� ∂ϕ
∂t
� 1

2

��
∂ϕ
∂ξfa

�
2

�
�

∂ϕ
∂ηfa

�
2
�

−
�
vfaξ

∂ϕ
∂ξfa
� vfaη

∂ϕ
∂ηfa

�

where ϕ�s; t� � ϕb�s; t� � ϕwk1�s; t�. The expressions of ϕb and
ϕwk1 for inviscid flow are given in [9]. Incorporating the effect of
viscosity, the modified expressions are as follows.
For 0 < s < swk2,

ϕb�s; t� � ϕ0 �
Z
s

0

γb ds

For swk2 < s < LC,

Fig. 2 Tilting of the stroke plane and wake surface in forward flight.

Fig. 3 Component of u∞ normal to the instantaneous position of the

wing section or shed vortex.
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ϕb�s; t� � ϕ0 �
Z
swk2−

0

γb ds�
Z
s

swk2�
γb ds

�
Z
Lwk2

fγwk2�ς; t��1 − e−
r2v

4ν∞ tv �g dς (5)

The modified expression for ϕwk1 is given by

ϕwk1�s; t� �
Z
Lwk1

�
γwk1�ς; t�

2π
φ�ς; s; t��1 − e−

r2v
4ν∞ tv �

�
dς (6)

where φ�ς; s; t� � argument�ζfawk1�ς; t� − ζfa�s��. In Eqs. (5) and
(6), rv � jζfawk1�ς; t� − ζfa�s�j, and ς is a dummy variable used in the
integration.

III. Results and Discussion

Three sets of results are presented: 1) aerodynamic comparisons
for rigid airfoils, 2) aerodynamic comparisons for rigid wings in
forward flight, and 3) aeroelastic studies on anisotropic wings in
forward flight. Additional information can be found in [10,17]. The
emphasis of the results provided in this section is on rigid and flexible
wings in forward flight. However, a brief discussion on airfoils
undergoing prescribedmotion is included because they correspond to
cases wherein the impact of fluid viscosity is noticeable.
The approximate results were obtained using the modified

formulation assuming leading-edge separation. The transient aero-
dynamic loads are calculated using the unsteady Bernoulli equation.
In previous studies [9], the authors found that the airfoil–wake
interaction generated large-amplitude numerical oscillations, or
“spikes”, in the aerodynamic loads. These oscillations had to be
eliminated before applying the unsteady loads on the flexible
structure in aeroelastic simulations. The oscillations are not critical to
simulations involving rigid airfoils and wings. However, smoothing
the signals improves clarity when comparing the time histories of the
aerodynamic loads with CFD results. The load signals obtained from
the approximate aerodynamic model for rigid cases (and the aero-
elastic model for flexible cases) are postprocessed using zero-phase
digital filters available in MATLAB® (version 8.0) using the filtfilt
command.

A. Aerodynamic Comparisons

Results are presented for flat plate airfoils undergoing prescribed
motion and rigid Zimmerman wings in forward flight.

1. Airfoil Cases

The forces generated by airfoils undergoing prescribed motion for
the case of hover and forward flight are presented in Fig. 4. The lift
and drag are components of the aerodynamic force parallel to the ηI

and ξI axes, respectively. The airfoil kinematics are described by
Eq. (7), where the pitching is about the midchord:

l�t� � l0 sin�2πft� and α�t� � π

2
� α0 sin�2πft� φα�

The nondimensional forces are defined as follows:

CL �
L

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
refc

and CD �
D

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
refc

The results are obtained for Re � 100, l0 � c � 1 m,
Uref � 1.0 m∕s, f � 1∕2π Hz, α0 � π∕4 rad, and ϕα � π∕3 rad
for a hypothetical fluid that has ρ∞ � 1 kg∕m3 and
ν∞ � 0.01 m2∕s. The CFD-based results are taken from [18]. The
approximate results were obtained for Nθ � 200, rc � 0.1c, and
nwksubmit � 4. A circulation limit [17] was fixed at 2.0 to prevent the
shedding of unrealistic vortices in the system.
The force coefficients obtained for hover by assuming inviscid

flow and incorporating viscous effects are shown in Fig. 4a.
Simulations using the approximate model were conducted using
500 time steps per cycle. The comparisons illustrate that incorpo-
rating the effect of viscosity improves correlation with CFD based
results. In particular, the improvement is noticeable for CD. These
results suggest that the influence of fluid viscosity in the interactions
involving shed vorticity is important for this case. The forces
generated by the airfoil in the presence of a freestream is shown in
Fig. 4b. The freestream velocity vector is parallel to the ξI axis and
has a magnitude equal to 0.2Uref . Simulations with the approximate
model were carried out by including effect of viscosity. Comparisons
indicate that the approximate model produces acceptable agreement
with CFD. In the approximate results presented in Fig. 4, a significant
number of the numerical spikes were eliminated by the use of filters
during postprocessing; however, some spikes could not be eliminated
and are noticeable, particularly in cycles 3 to 5.

2. Rigid Wings in Forward Flight

The results for the rigid wings are based on a Zimmerman planform
with Rspan � 75 mm and cr � 25 mm [19]. The CFD simulations
were conducted using the numerical framework that solves the finite-
volume-based NS equations for laminar, incompressible flow using a
pressure-based algorithm [20,21]. The aerodynamic loads obtained
using the approximate aerodynamic model were computed for the
following set of parameters: Nsections � 59, Nθ � 100, rc �
0.05 × chord, and nwksubit � 4. The simulations were conducted for
air ρ∞ � 1.209 kg∕m3, ν∞ � 1.568 × 10−5 m2∕s). At the start of the
motion, the wing lies in the XSP-ZSP plane, and the flapping axis
coincides with ZSP. The lift and thrust generated by the wings are the
components of the aerodynamic force resolved along YSP and ZSP,
shown in Fig. 1a, respectively. The corresponding nondimensional
quantities are defined in Eq. (7):

CL �
L

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
refRspancr

and CT �
T

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
refRspancr

(7)

Number of cycles
0 1 2 3 4 5

−5

0

5

C
D

−2

0

2

C
L

3Approx (viscous)
CFD

Approx (inviscid)

a) Force coefficients for case of hover

0 1 2 3 4 5

−2

0

2

C
L

Approx
CFD

0 1 2 3 4 5

−5

0

5

C
D

Number of cycles

b) Force coefficients for case with freestream
Fig. 4 Force coefficients for airfoils undergoing prescribed motion.
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where Uref � 4fβ0Rspan, following the definition used in [22]. The
flapping motion, prescribed about ZSP, is described by β�t� �
β0 sin�2πft�, and the Reynolds number, based on the reference speed
and root chord, is given by

Re � Urefcr
ν∞

(8)

The forces generated by the wings in forward flight are obtained for
combinations of μ and βsp that are based on experimentally obtained
data for hawkmoths in forward flight [13]. The specific combinations
used in the current study are listed in Table 1. The components of free-
stream velocity are calculated using Eq. (1), whereUtip � 2πβ0fRspan.
Comparisons of time histories for the case of μ � 0.25 are shown

in Fig. 5a. The mean, or time-averaged, lift coefficients generated by
rigidwings for β0 � 35 deg,f � 10 Hz, and various advance ratios,
are shown in Fig. 5b. The CFD and approximate simulations were
conducted by using 500 and 300 time steps per flapping cycle,
respectively. In the absence of wing pitch, the thrust generated by
thin rigid wings is several orders of magnitude lower than lift [9];
therefore, results for this quantity are not presented. The simulation
times for the CFD-based and approximate results were six days using
24 2.53 GHz Intel Xeon E5540 processors (3 GB of RAM per
processor) and two days using a single 3.06 GHz Intel Xeon pro-
cessor (2 GB of RAM), respectively.
The errors in peak-to-peak and mean lift coefficients at various

advance ratios are provided in Table 1. The error is defined as the
difference in the quantities predicted by the two approaches normal-
ized using the peak-to-peak lift obtained from the CFD simulations,
averaged over cycles 2 through 5. The larger discrepancies in peak-
to-peak lift at lower advance ratios are attributed to differences in
wake structures. Effects of spanwise flow and tip vorticesmay be also
be important for the combination of amplitude and flapping fre-
quency considered. These aspects are not captured by the approxi-
mate aerodynamic model. The wake shed during previous cycles is
carried away from the wing more rapidly as the freestream velocity
increases. Therefore, the discrepancy in unsteady loads due to the
wake structures decreases with increase in advance ratio. This also
implies that the impact of spanwise flow, tip vortices, and three-
dimensionalwake effects on the unsteady loads reduceswith increase
in advance ratio.
Increasing the forward flight speed was found to increase the

magnitude of peak force generated during the first half of the flapping

cycle (advancing wing) and reduce the magnitude the peak force
generate during the second half of the flapping cycle (retreating
wing); see Fig. 5a. This trend is also reflected in Fig. 5b, which shows
that themean lift coefficient decreases (becomes more negative) with
increasing forward flight speed. The approximate model captures the
trend accurately. The errors inmean lift coefficient, normalized using
the peak-to-peak lift obtained from the CFD simulations, are listed in
Table 1. These errors indicate that the mean lift predicted by the
approximate model has acceptable accuracy (i.e., error ≤20%). The
comparisons presented demonstrate that the modified aerodynamic
model is suitable for trend-type studies for wings in forward flight.
The lift coefficients generated by rigid wings undergoing flap and

combined flap-pitch motions for several combinations of flapping
frequencies, amplitudes, and advance ratios were computed. The
Reynolds numbers for the various cases were between 416 and
11,687. For fixed values of stroke amplitudes and advance ratio, the
values of CL computed at various flapping frequencies are very
similar. Sample results for β0 � 20 deg, μ � 0.25, at f � 2.5 and
10 Hz are shown in Fig. 6, where CFD and approximate results are
shown separately. Based on the definitions of CL and Re, given in
Eqs. (7) and (8), the trends obtained indicate that CL is insensitive to
Re for the range of values considered and that the lift is proportional
to f2.

B. Aeroelastic Results

Aeroelastic simulations were conducted using anisotropic
Zimmerman wings that are built from an unstressed CAPRAN film
(membrane) supported by a carbon-fiber-based spar-batten skeleton
[19]. Following the notation used in [19], the wings are labeled as
LiB1, where i � 1; 2; 3 denotes the number of prepreg layers in the
LE spar. Structural dynamic modeling of the anisotropic wings in
MARC, including determination of material properties, is described
in [9]. The equations of motion obtained using the updated
Lagrangian method are integrated forward in time using a single-step

Table 1 Errors in peak-to-peak and mean lift predictions

Advance
ratio

Stroke plane
inclination, deg

Percent error in
peak-to-peak lift, %

Percent error in
mean lift, %

0.0 0 50 1.2
0.05 14 34.6 0.46
0.10 21.2 26.6 1.73
0.15 27.7 15.6 0.18
0.20 34 10.2 4.2
0.25 40 19.5 13.8
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Fig. 5 Force coefficients generated by rigid wings in forward flight: β0 � 35 deg, f � 10 Hz.
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Fig. 6 Lift coefficients generated by rigid wings for β0 � 20 deg,
μ � 0.25.
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Houbolt numerical scheme [23]. During the simulations, a pressure-
based filter [17] described by Eq. (9) was used to limit the magnitude
of numerical noise that is transmitted to the flexible wing:

papp �
pcomp

jpcompj
minfjpcompj; jplimitjg (9)

where pcomp, plimit, and papp are the computed, applied, and limit
values (respectively) of aerodynamic pressure. For the cases
considered, plimit � 36pref , where the reference pressure is given by
pref � �1∕2�ρ∞U2

tip and Utip � 2πfβ0Rspan [17].
The mean aerodynamic forces generated by the configurations

L1B1, L2B1, L3B1, and a rigidwing, actuated using a sinusoidal flap
actuation, for a range of forward flight conditions and flapping fre-
quencies were computed. Sample results, obtained for β0 � 35 deg,
f � 40 Hz, and the forward flight conditions corresponding to the
values given in Table 1, are shown in Fig. 7. The magnitude of the
freestream velocities were determined based on the tip speed of a
rigid wing undergoing the same kinematics. The simulations,
conducted for a total of five flapping cycles using 300 time steps per
cycle to discretize the motion, indicated that an approximate steady
state was achieved after two cycles. Therefore, the mean forces are
obtained by time-averaging the transient forces over cycles 2 through
5. The mean forces computed for one wing were multiplied by a
factor of 2 so as to approximate the force generated by a vehicle
employing a pair of wings.
The mean lift and thrust generated by rigid and flexible wings are

shown in Fig. 7a. The results indicate that the lift decreases (becomes
more negative) and the thrust increaseswith increase in forward flight
speed. The change in thrust is somewhat small compared to the
change in lift. Also, different wings producemaximummean thrust at
different frequencies; L1B1 produces maximum thrust at f � 10 Hz
(results not presented here), whereas L3B1 produces the maximum
thrust at f � 40 Hz (see Fig. 7a). Similar trends were observed for
the case of hover [9].
The mean horizontal and vertical forces generated by the wings,

denoted by Fh and Fv, respectively, that indicate the propulsive and
payload capacity of the wings are shown in Fig. 7b. The horizontal
and vertical directions are shown in Fig. 2. Note that both Fh and Fv
are positive in an actual vehicle, and a negative value of Fh denotes
drag. The results show that Fv increases and Fh decreases with
increase in forward flight speed, and wing flexibility has a beneficial
influence. The flexible configurations have higher payload capacity
and lower drag compared to rigid wings. Configurations L1B1 and
L3B1 have the largest payload capacity and least drag at 10 and
40 Hz, respectively. These results indicate that the trends in force
generation obtained for wings in hover also apply to forward flight.

The aerodynamic and inertia loads acting on the anisotropic
configurations were calculated for a range of flapping frequencies
and advance ratios using Eq. (44) in [9]. Results obtained for
configuration L3B1, μ � 0.25, and f � 40 Hz are shown in Fig. 8.
These results, and similar results not presented here, indicate that the
aerodynamic and inertia loads are comparable in magnitude. Similar
trends were obtained for the case of hover [9].

IV. Conclusions

An approximate aerodynamicmodel for flappingwings, originally
developed for hover, was extended to forward flight. The effect of
viscosity, modeled as a decay of shed vorticity, was also incorporated
into the calculation of induced velocity. The following conclusions
can be gleaned from the results obtained for rigid airfoils, rigidwings,
and anisotropic wings.
1) The forces generated by airfoils undergoing prescribed motions

at low Reynolds number (Re � 100) show that incorporating the
effect of viscosity in the approximate aerodynamic model improved
correlation with CFD-based results.
2) The transient as well as time-averaged forces computed using

the modified approximate aerodynamic model show acceptable
agreement with CFD results for rigid Zimmerman wings in forward
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Fig. 7 Mean forces, in grams, generated by rigid and flexible wings at f � 40 Hz.

Fig. 8 Aerodynamic and inertia loads acting on L3B1: β0 � 35 deg,
μ � 0.25, and f � 40 Hz.
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flight. The trends are also captured in an accurate manner. Thus, the
modified approximate aerodynamic model is a useful tool for
conducting trend-type studies on flapping-wing MAVs in hover and
forward flight.
3) The forces generated by rigid wings for a given kinematic

pattern are insensitive to Reynolds numbers and scalewith the square
of the flapping frequency. The range of Reynolds numbers
considered in the current study was 416 to 11,687.
4) For the cases considered, flexible wings have larger payload

capacity and lower drag when compared to rigid wings in both hover
and forward flight. Different flexible configurations perform better at
different flapping frequencies, implying that the choice of the “best”
flexible configuration depends on the flapping frequency. A similar
behavior was also noted in hover.
5) The inertia and aerodynamic loads acting on the anisotropic

configurations considered in the current study are comparable in
magnitude. The significance of aeroelastic interactions and the
relative importance of aerodynamic and inertia loading is
configuration-dependent.
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